The microwave-Zeeman-spectrum of HOC1 has been investigated with magnetic fields up to 25 kG. A method is described to perform the calculation of the Zeeman parameters independent from rotational constants and quadrupole coupling constants.
Introduction
In the recent years many investigations of the rotational Zeeman-effect have been reported. Among the molecules of different kinds are very few containing a chlorine atom 1_4 . We report the results of the Zeeman studies of the HOC1 molecule.
Other asymmetric-top molecules containing chlorine are under investigation in this laboratory.
We started with this simple triatomic molecule, as the structure has been determined with a good approximation 5 . We hope further that quantum chemical calculations may be performed for this simple molecule.
Experimental
Hypochlorous acid (HOC1) was prepared condensing CUO (0.5 ml) on ice (0.5 ml) at liquid nitrogen temperature.
The sample was then permitted to warm up to -20 to -30 °C and a slow reaction took place at the contact surface until the equilibrium mixture Cl.,0 + H20 ^ 2 HOC1 was obtained. The sample was then stored in a bath at -80^C: a decomposition could not be detected at this temperature.
For the microwave measurements HOC1 developing from the equilibrium mixture flowed continously through the waveguide at a pressure of approximately 4 mTorr and a temperature of -23 °C.
The spectrometer used was a conventional 33 kHz Stark-modulated one described elsewhere 6 .
The frequency sources were conventional BWO's up to 40 GHz. For the frequency range above 50 GHz the second harmonic of a 30 V12 OKIKlystron was generated using a cross waveguide harmonic multiplier provided with a Schottky-barrier mixer diode PI 1909.
Spectrum
HOC1 is a prolate-top molecule with rotational constants A = 607 GHz 7 , B = 15.11750 GHz and C= 14.72504 GHz 5 . Only an investigation of the //"-type spectrum can be performed with our present apparatus. The measured lines are: 000 -101 , lu -212 and 110 -2n. Due to the high values of the quadrupole coupling constants of chlorine (%aa = -121.91, Xbb = 59.61) and the relatively low magnetic field of 30 KG only the coupled case could be investigated.
The appropriate Hamiltonian for the HOCl-molecule is in this case 8 :
-^niag --Wmag + ^mag + ^niag •
Where _Hrot is the usual zero-field rigid rotor Hamiltonian, !HQ is the nuclear cjuadrupole coupling Hamiltonian for the Cl atom and !Hmag describes the Zeeman effect which has three contributions: the rotational Zeeman-effect described by iHmag containing the molecular ^-factors, the Zeeman effect originating from the induced magnetic moment described by jHmag containing the molecular magnetic susceptibility tensor and the Zeeman effect of the chlorine nucleus described by !H,nag containing the nuclear ^-factor g/ .
Considering that the splitting due to the Zeeman effect at field strengths from 5 to 30 KG is less than or at most equal to the quadrupole coupling splitting of the chlorine atom, the cases of low and intermediate field have to be used for the calculation of the energy levels.
The combined Zeeman-quadrupole effect can be described with the basis function /, r, /, F, M\?) or
The first one is more adapted to the case of low fields, the second one for the case of intermediate and high fields. In the /, r, /, M/, Mj) -basis only a (/, r,///, r,/) submatrix will be considered. !Hr01 will be considered only to first order. The (/, r,// is diagonal in this basis. 
M,+2 (7 c) the value of C is: c = /(/ + !) (2/-1) (2/ + 3)/(2/-TTy £ (8) Hz is the applied magnetic field, /<0 the nuclear magneton, grjg the diagonal elements of the molecular <7-tensor, yog the diagonal elements of the magnetic susceptibility tensor, £ the bulk magnetic susceptibility, <7/ the ^-factor of the chlorine nucleus, yjgg X) the nuclear quadrupole coupling constants of the chlorine atom and (Jg 2 ) the expectation value of the squared angular momentum operator for the state 7, T.
In the basis ' 7, T, /, F, MF) the Hamiltonian JJq of the quadrupole coupling energy is diagonal in MF = Mj + Mi and the matrix of the total Hamiltonian (1) has only diagonal elements.
In the Table 1 
£"(/, r, /, F, M F ) are the eigenvalues of matrices given in Table 1 .
To avoid the use of inaccurate rotational constants and of the quadrupole coupling constants of chlorine for the determination of all Zeeman parameters, a method has been developed which uses the frequency differences between measured Zeeman satellites.
Simple relations have been obtained relating the frequency differences and the ^-factors only or the magnetic susceptibility anisotropics only. 
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is only a function of gi and (/-factors. For the susceptibility anisotropics the following formula was developed: 
Further, for the 000 -101 transition the formulas given in the appendix were developed.
Using the relations (11, 12), (13, 14) and (Al, A2) the values of the c/-factors and of the magnetic susceptibility anisotropics could be obtained. The
Zeeman splittings at several magnetic fields of those transitions used to derive the functions (see Table 2 ) are given in Table 4 . The signs of the ^-factors, as listed in Table 6 could be determined using the knowledge that the sign of the <7/-value of chlorine is positive 10 .
In this case no reference to the magnitude of the molecular electric quadrupole moment or the sign of the second moment of the electric charge is necessary.
The electric quadrupole coupling constants of the chlorine atom were remeasured from the frequency splitting of the O00-l01, ln-212 and 110-2U transitions at zero magnetic field as reported in Table 5 . The results, listed in Table 6 , agree with the values reported by Mirri et al. 5 within experimental errors. For a final check the frequency split- and 101 -202 transitions are listed again in Table 7 for both AMp = 0 and AMf= +1 cases and compared with calculated values which were obtained by solving the Hamiltonian (2). In these calculations the values reported by Ashby 8 were taken for the rotational constant A and those reported by Mirri et al. 5 for the constants B and C.
Molecular Electric Quadrupole Moment
Combining the molecular ^-values, the magnetic susceptibility anisotropics and the rotational constants, the diagonal elements of the molecular electric quadrupole moment tensor can be calculated Table 5 . Transition frequencies (MHz) at zero magnetic fields.
* corr. are the corrected frequencies for the nuclear quadrupole splittings. Table 8 .
The second moment of the electron charge can be calculated in the form given as follows:
(a 2 ) = (0|2'ai 2 |0) Table 9 . Further the diagonal elements of the paramagnetic susceptibility tensor and of the diamagnetic susceptibility tensor given by the following formulas, could be calculated. A and S are listed in Table 2 . 
